A fuzzy clustering based scheduling heuristic (FCBSH) is presented to solve the scheduling problem in large-scale heterogeneous computing environments. A group of features is defined to describe the synthetic performance of processing cells and distinguish their heterogeneousness in large-scale heterogeneous computing environments. This paper mainly focuses on the detail performance analysis of FCBSH. A task graph generator and a target system generator are presented to randomly produce task graphs and target systems according to custom-made parameters. Through experiments, this paper finally reduces features from 7 features to 3 notable features, which not only can effectively partition the target system with fuzzy clustering, but also greatly reduce the processing time of the clustering process. Finally, the FCBSH algorithm is compared with some algorithms in performance of make-span, runtime and proportion of producing better scheduling results. 
INTRODUCTION
In general, finding an optimal schedule is an NP-complete problem. Two distinct models of the parallel program have been considered extensively in the context of scheduling problem: the task interaction graph (TIG) model and the task precedence graph model ( or simply the DAG). The general task scheduling problem represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) includes thescheduling algorithms under heterogeneous computing environments suppose that there doesn't have inter-task communication, such as Max-min and Minmin.
The tremendous processing cells geographically distributed in large-scale heterogeneous computing environments would also result stupendous cost in choosing the suitable processing cells during the scheduling process. That requests to design suitable policies to solve this problem. A fuzzy clustering based scheduling heuristic (FCBSH) is presented in our former work [13] , which takes both the resource heterogeneousness and temporal dependencies among tasks into amount. A group of features is presented to synthetically describe the performance of processor. Then, every processing cell has a pattern vector, which distinguishes it from others. The fuzzy clustering process of the target system can be thought as a pretreatment that would largely reduce the time cost of choosing processors during the scheduling process. Based on our former work, this paper presents the performance analysis of the FCBSH algorithm in detail. Readers can refer the definitions and notations of task graph and target system in [13] . Because of the limit of the length on this paper, this study shall not repeat it here. An example of task graph is shown in Fig.1 , and Fig.2 shows an example of target system.
The rest parts of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the process of fuzzy clustering of target system. Section 3 presents the FCBSH algorithm formulation. Section 4 is devoted to introduce the task graph generator and target system generator. Section 5 shows experimental results and performance analyses. Section 6 summarizes this discussion.
FUZZY CLUSTERING
The heterogeneous computing environments in this paper mainly refer to the different computation capacities among processing cells and different communication capacities among links. It is obvious that how to choose processing cell for tasks would influence the completion time of their successors and even the entire program. Because of the heterogeneousness, it needs to find the suitable features to screen the heterogeneousness and evaluate the performance of the processing cell synthetically. Because there does not have strict feature differences among processing cells, it suits to do soft partition, which is also called fuzzy clustering. 
Feature Definition
Undoubtedly, the primary problem presented to us, is how to define, choose the features that describe processing cells in target system. Firstly, we try to find out all features that can depict the heterogeneousness including computation and communication capacity of processing cells. Secondly, choose the notable features that could reasonably partition the target system. For the first step, our former research [14] only presented five features and did not address this problem in detail. In this paper, seven features are found out through our further research, and the notable features are verified in 2.3.
(1) Processing Capacity (PC): PC = W(p i ) the amount of computation that can be performed by the processing cell in a time unit. Where, W(p i ) denotes the computing power of the processing cell. 
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the maximum communication capacity among links connected with i. In the above definitions of the seven features, PC reflects the computation speed of the processing cell itself, while NAPC represents the processing cell's neighborhood computation speed. That is to say choose a processing cell with better NAPC will better the execution of its subsequent nodes. The rest five features denote the communication capacity of links connected with the processing cell in a certain way. Well then, which are the notable features that can partition the target system reasonably?
Fuzzy Clustering
Each processing cell p k ∈ V p has a pattern vector denoted by P(p k )=(p k0 ,p k1 ,…,p ks ). Where, p kj (j=0,2,…,s) represents the j th feature of the p k , and s ∈ [3, 7] is a positive integer. Then we get the feature vector matrix.
However, the data in Tab.1 are not in the range [0, 1], range standardization method is applied to standardize these data and shown in Equ. (1) and Equ. (2) . (1) Where, -t k is the average of the k th dimension feature t k in table.1, and S tk is the standard deviation of t k .
Where (2) Thereafter, a simulation relation matrix of processing cells in target system, donated by R s , is obtained through exponent similarity coefficient method. Furthermore, the fuzzy equivalence matrix with transitive closure, represented by R e , is calculated by performing matrix resultant operation on R s . Finally, the fuzzy clustering results can be acquired through setting the value of α -level cut. If the value of α approaches 1, the fuzzy clusters obtained above are more similar. Contrarily, if it is close to zero, the similarity among the fuzzy clusters is worse. After obtaining the fuzzy clusters, the synthetic performance of each cluster can be calculated by the following equation. (3) Where, n is the amount of the clusters in the clustering result, and CL j is the j th cluster. α i is the weight of the i th feature of the processing cell. Utilizing the random target system generator introduced in section 5, a group of target systems with 10, 15, and 20 nodes are generated. Choosing the pattern vector in the first, third, and fifth group of the above experiment, the randomly generated target systems are fuzzily clustered and their results are shown in tab.3. From tab.3, we can see the fuzzy clustering results of experiment with pattern vector (PC, ACC, NAPC) has coarser granularity than experiments with pattern vector (PC, ACC, NAPC, NL, MICC, AL, MACC) and (PC, ACC, NAPC, NL, MICC), but it realizes the reasonable partitions of the target systems. Moreover, Fig.3 shows it only spends one fifth to one tenth of the cost of experiments with pattern vector (PC, ACC, NAPC, NL, MICC, AL, MACC) and (PC, ACC, NAPC, NL, MICC). Table 3 . clustering results of random generated target systems
Notable Feature Selection

FCBSH ALGORITHM
Obviously, if we can try our best to reduce the completion time of each task, it would be possible to shorten the entire program's make span. The completion time of a task is determined by two factors. One is the start time of the task, the other one is the execution time. The completion time of predecessors of the current task, messages passing capacities between the processing cells where predecessors locate and the processing cell where the current task is allocated and the completion time of former tasks scheduled on the same processing cell with the current task would influence the start time of the current task. Therefore, how to select processing cells for tasks will be an important influence on the completion time of successors' execution. With the fuzzy clustering work done in section 2, it is easy to choose a processing cell with nice synthetic performance and minimum completion time. 
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The priority of a task is defined as follows.
Fig.4 the FCBSH algorithm
As mentioned above, BL* is calculated by the median of message passing capability over all links and the median of computation capacity. Scheduling in a descending order of BL* tends to schedule critical path nodes first. That is because critical path nodes determine the completion time of the whole program in a certain way. Considered is a set of candidate processing cells that are waiting for be selected for tasks. Its initial value is the cluster obtained in section 2 with best synthetic performance. maxFTinCon(t i ) is the maximum completion time of task t i obtained from allocating it to processors in set Considered. On the contrary, minFTinCon(t i ) is the minimum completion time of t i . The bigger ∆(Considered, t i ) is, the more different the completion time of t i allocated to different processing cells in the set Considered is. The task with bigger ∆(Considered, t i ) should be assigned higher priority so that it can be allocated to the processing cell providing minimum completion time. If the value of ∆(Considered, t i ) is small, it indicates that there is no much difference of completion time among processing cells on which t i is to be scheduled. So this case has smaller influence on the completion time of entire program.
The FCBSH algorithm shown in Fig.4 works as follows.
(1) First perform the fuzzy clustering process on target system according to section 2 and choose the proper α -level cut to obtain the fuzzy clusters of processors. Until all tasks in the Task Graph are scheduled.
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EXPERIMENTS ENVIRONMENTS 4.1 Stochastically Task Graph Generator
We design a simple DAG generator, which can generate task graphs according to custom-made parameters. The input parameters are shown as follows. The number of nodes in a task graph is denoted by N t , the maximum node weight by maxNode_weight_task and the minimum node weight by minNode_weight_task. The node computation request is random number between [minNode_weight_task, maxNode_weigh_task]. maxEdge_weight_task and minEdge_weight_task represent the maximum and the minimum edge weight respectively. The communication request between two nodes is also a random number between [minEdge_weight_task, maxEdge_weight_task]. The maximum out degree is defined by max_out_degree. So for every node in the task graph, its out degree is a random number in the range of [0, max_out_degree]. The deepness of a task graph is presented by depth. For a task graph with N t =n, max_out_degree = n-1, depth = 1, then it is a fork graph.
Stochastically Generate Target System
A simple target system generator is also designed to produce target system according the custom-made parameters. The generated target system has two types. One is complete connected graph denoted by 1, the other one is arbitrary connected graph denoted by 0. The number of nodes in a target system is presented by N p , and its maximum node degree is denoted by max_ degree. For any node in target system, its degree randomly falls in the range of [0, max _degree]. The heterogeneousness of nodes in target system is denoted by λ∈[0,1]. When λ is equal to 1, the target system is completely heterogeneous. When λ is equal to 0, the target system is completely homogeneous. Similarly, δ∈[0,1] is used to represent the heterogeneousness of edges in target system. And if δ is equal to 1, every edge has different communication rate. The maximum node weight of target system is denoted by maxN_wei_tarsys and the minimum node weight by minN_wei_tarsys. Then the node computing power is a random number between [minN_wei_tarsys, maxN_wei_tarsystem]. The maximum edge weight of target system is represented by maxE_wei_tarsys and the minimum edge weight by minE_wei_tarsys. The communication rate between two processing cells randomly falls in the range of [minE_wei_ tarsys, maxEe_wei_ tarsys].
EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSES
The DLS algorithm has certain similar assumptions with our work. So with the task graph and target system randomly generated according to the dataset in Tab.4, three types of experiments are performed to compare the performance between FCBSH and DLS algorithm. Firstly, task graphs with N g =5 generated randomly are scheduled onto target systems with N p from 5 to 100. The main parameters used in randomly creating task graph are N t =5, maxN_weit_task=50, minNe_wei_task=10,  maxE_wei_task=10, minE_wei_task=5, max_out_degree=3, and depth=3 . Furthermore, parameters of target systems are showing as follows. V p ={5 ,10, 20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}, maxN_wei_tarsys=300, minN_wei_tarsys=100, maxE_wei_tarsys=50, minE_wei_tarsys=10, type_tasrsys=1, max_ degree=3 or 5 and λ δ is randomly chosen from the dataset given in Tab.3. The experiment results in Fig.5 show that the runtime of DLS soars rapidly as the size of target systems scales up, and exceeds 2000 time units when N p equals to 100. However, the runtime of FCBSH nearly approaches to zero when N p is less than 70 and is less than 15 time units while N p is less than 100 but more than 70. Table 4 . simulation tests datasheet Secondly, 9 groups of experiments with 50 times tests in each group are performed in order to compare the schedule results between FCBSH and DLS. Fig.6 shows the FCBSH results generated in each group better than that of DLS are from 10 to 30 percent, little worse than that of DLS are from 25 to 55 percent, much worse than that of DLS are from 5 to 20 percent and as well as that of DLS are from 20 to 60 percent. Here, "little worse" means that the discrepancies between the results generated by FCBSH and those of DLS are less than 4 time units. "Much worse" means that those discrepancies are more than 4 472 Performance Analysis of the FCBSH Algorithm for Large-Scale Heterogeneous Computing Environments algorithm is showed in Fig.7 with N p =10. We can see that the proportion of the better results produced by FCBSH in the tests is from 10 percent to 30 percent. However, the proportion of the worse results produced by FCBSH is only from 5 percent to 20 percent. Moreover, the rum time of FCBSH is much less than that of DLS. With the increase of the target system size, the FCBSH algorithm will show even more advantages. Finally, 6 groups of tests are performed to compare performance among FCBSH, DLS and NC algorithm. The NC algorithm is an algorithm that doesn't consider the communication costs among tasks. Here lists the parameters used in the tests. For the target systems, Np is chosen from the dataset of {10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110} and type_tasrsys=1. The other parameters including maxN_wei_tarsys, minN _wei_ tarsys, maxEe_weight_tarsystem, minEdge_weit_tarsys, λ, δ and max_degree are chosen randomly from the datasets in Tab.3. For the task graph, N t is fixed to 5 and other parameters are also chosen randomly from Tab.3. Each group includes six tests. Fig.8 shows the make span of FCBSH is as well as that of DLS, but less than that of NC. In Fig.9 , we can see that the better scheduling results produced by FCBSH are mostly 3 or 4 times in five groups of experiments and 6 times in only one group. The little worse or much worse scheduling resulted from FCBSH than that of DLS is from 2 to 4 times. There are one or two times in two groups of experiments that the above algorithms have the same scheduling results. Hence, the conclusion drawn from Fig.9 is consistent with Fig.8 . 
CONCLUSIONS
A fuzzy clustering based scheduling heuristic is presented to solve the problem of task scheduling under the large scale heterogeneous computing environment. A group of features describing the synthetic performance of processors are defined and reduced to three notable features through experiments. Based on our former work, this paper focuses on the performance analysis of FCBSH algorithm and has verified that FCBSH algorithm can greatly reduce the time spent on the processor selection. Furthermore, FCBSH algorithm shows much better performance with the growth of problem size.
